Abstract. Given the samples ff(x j ) : j 2 J g of a function f belonging to a shift invariant subspace of L p (IR d ), we give a fast reconstruction algorithm that allows the exact reconstruction of f , as long as the sampling set X = fx j : j 2 J g is su ciently dense.
Introduction
In the sampling problem, the objective is to recover a function f on IR . The results on irregular sampling and reconstruction as well as their connection to Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) and frames, can be found in 2], and a complete discussion can be found in 3] . Let = ( 1 ; ; r ) T and C = (c 1 ; ; c r ) T . The goal of this article is to discuss the problem of sampling and to extend the results in 1] to the case of multiply generated shift-invariant spaces of the form A bounded uniform partition of unity f j g associated to a separated sampling set X is a set of functions such that (1) 0 j 1, 8j 2 J, To reconstruct a function f 2 V p ( ) from its samples, we will derive a fast iterative algorithm that will produce the function by a series of quasi-interpolations followed by a projection.
We have the following exact reconstruction algorithm: where A p and B p are positive constants independent of f.
The left-hand inequality implies that if f(x j ) = 0 for all x j 2 X, then f = 0. Thus X is a set of uniqueness. Inequality (3.2) says that a small change of a sampled value f(x j ) causes only a small change of f. The sampling is stable, or equivalently, the reconstruction of f from its samples is continuous. Every set of sampling is a set of uniqueness, but the converse is not true. For practical considerations and numerical implementations only sets of sampling are of interest, because only these can lead to robust algorithms. The reconstruction algorithm in Theorem 3.1 requires the existence of a bounded projector P. For this purpose, we construct a single bounded linear projection operator that can be used for any value of p, 1 p 1. Moreover, the projector P can be implemented with fast ltering (convolution) algorithms. We rst de ne the dual generator e = (~ 1 ; : : : ;~ r ) T We In part (ii), the equivalence between kfk L p and kCk (`p) (r) is well known ( 12, 13] 
To prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we need the following lemmas. 
where max = maxf i ; i = 1; ; rg. Thus Lemma 4.3 follows.
The following result on quasi-interpolation is well known 3].
Lemma 4.4. If f j g is a bounded uniform partition of unity and X is separated, then Q X is a bounded operator from`p(X) to L p and to W(L p ), i.e., We can choose so small that C 1 kPk op < 1 to get a contraction. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let e n = f ? f n be the error after n iterations. By (3.1), the sequence e n satis es the recursion e n+1 = f ? f n+1 = f ? f n ? P Q X (f ? f n ) = (I ? P Q X )e n : Using Lemma 4.5, we may choose so small that k I ? P Q X k op = < (r) . A simple calculation also shows that T~ T = I (`p) (r) . Set P = T T~ . Then P is a bounded operator from L p to V p ( ), and P 2 = (T T~ )(T T~ ) = T T~ = P :
So P is a projection. For any f 2 V p ( ), we have f = T C for some C 2 (`p) (r) . Thus P f = (T T~ ) T C = T (T~ T )C = f: This shows that the range of P is V p ( ).
